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Harbec Chooses Microturbines 
for Prime Power

What does a company do when it can’t
afford a power outage? For instance,
Harbec Plastics of Rochester, New York,

produces highly engineered plastic parts with short
lead times, using a computer numerical controlled
(CNC) production process. A momentary power
failure burdens Harbec with hours of reprogram-
ming and production set up. Cutters might damage
a part being made, losing days of work in process.
After experiencing several outages, Harbec’s
founder, Bob Bechtold, decided something had to
be done.

Bechtold looked at a wide variety of systems, and
concluded that Capstone MicroTurbines would
provide the best value for ultra-low-emission, con-
tinuous power. They also fit with Bechtold’s com-
mitment to the environment. Every aspect of his
operation is designed to minimize waste. Even the
scraps swept off the floor become raw material used
to create new products.

Bechtold’s state-of-the art array of two dozen
Capstone MicroTurbines provides both high-quali-
ty prime power and dry exhaust heat to warm the
40,000-sq ft site. In summer, the exhaust heat fires
an absorption chiller/desiccant, providing air con-

ditioning with virtually no
electrical load. Total system
efficiency exceeds 70%.

For businesses with lengthy
production processes or sen-
sitive time delivery issues,
power fluctuations can be
especially costly. Onsite
power systems provide an
economical ly att ract ive
alternative. Microturbines
are among very few proven
technologies capable of pro-
viding a continuous source of
high-quality power with
near-zero emiss ions and
extremely low maintenance. Coupling them with
heat recovery maximizes efficiency and reduces
energy costs, creating a system that can pay for
itself. 

Capstone Turbine Corporation can be reached at
818-734-5300 or www.capstoneturbine.com.
Contact Steve Chippas of MWH Energy Solutions
for engineering and installation services at 630-
836-8900.
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Turbine power
fits Bob
Bechtold’s
environmental
consciousness.
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After coming out of the recent economic good
times, 2001 has been a year to shake our
confidence. Our nation has been attacked;

our economy has slowed. Earlier in the year, we won-
dered if the California electric grid was beginning to
resemble that of a Third World nation. We experi-
enced rolling blackouts. Utilities were caught between
price controls and deregulation. And we saw evidence
that fossil fuel emissions were carrying us into the
catastrophe of global warming.

According to the National Energy
Policy Development Group, headed by
Vice President Dick Cheney, “U.S.
energy consumption is projected to
increase by about 32 percent by 2020.
Unless a comprehensive national
energy policy is adopted, Americans
will continue to feel the effects of an
inadequate electrical transmission
grid, a pipeline system stretched to
capacity, insufficient domestic energy
supply, and a regional imbalance in
supply sources.”

Self-Defense
The sensible response to the power

situation is self-defense. Plant engi-
neers nationwide are asking whether
their companies can afford the risks of
blackouts and brownouts. Is now the
time to invest in a robust backup
power system? Does it make sense to generate one’s
own prime power? What kinds of tax incentives might
exist for using alternative energy sources? And how
can we further reduce our energy consumption?

What Can Your Country Do For You?
This year the California Public Utilities

Commission announced a Self-Generation Program to
provide incentives to customers to produce energy
using microturbines, small gas turbines, wind turbines,
photovoltaics, fuel cells, and internal combustion
engines. The incentives include payments of $1 -
$4.50/Watt depending on the technology used and
will be funded at $138 million annually through 2004.

Illinois offers grants up to $1 million in a Renewable
Energy Resources Program to foster development and
use of renewable energy resources. These technologies
include hydropower, organic waste biomass, photo-
voltaic cells and panels, solar thermal energy, dedicat-
ed crops grown for energy production, and wind. 

You can find information on these and other pro-
grams across the nation under “Financial Incentives”
at www.dcs.ncsu.edu/solar/dsire/dsire.cfm. Find infor-

mation on federal incentives for solar
power at www.mdv-seia.org under
“Fact Sheets.” Search “federal incen-
tives for energy” on an Internet search
engine for more.

What You Can Do
For Yourself

Our special report leads off with a
story from Harbec Plastics, a company
that chose to generate its own power
and to use the exhaust from its micro-
turbines to provide heat in the winter
and power a cooling system in the
summer.

Eaton’s Cutler-Hammer Business
offers a ground-up approach, starting
with submetering equipment to moni-
tor lines, processes, and departments to
form the basis of a company’s overall
energy strategy. Albany International
tells us about its high-speed doors that

close quickly and seal from top to bottom to prevent
t h e l o s s o f h e a t e d o r c h i l l e d a i r . C o o p e r
Turbocompressor offers us a variety of energy-saving
solutions for that other plant utility, compressed air.

Baldor Electric provides us with data on its high-effi-
ciency motors. SEW Eurodrive demonstrates the dra-
matic effects the selection of drive types will have on
energy consumption. Rockwell Automation offers us a
story on savings from the use of energy-matched
motors, and drives. Kaeser explains how variable fre-
quency drives cut compressed air costs.  FLIR Systems
shows us how to monitor power equipment.

We encourage you to read and benefit.  More
power to you!
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Real Solutions To Protect 
Your Business Now

Many have already
taken action. An RKS
Research & Consulting
survey of 831 energy
decision-makers in
eight U.S. industries
found that:

� 34% employ on-site  
power generation

� 30% have purchased
insurance to protect
against power  
outage – caused 
business interruptions

� 34% have suffered
financial losses from
power outages

� 54% are interested in 
generating their own
electricity to reduce
demand
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Variable Frequency Drive Cuts
Compressed Air Costs

Compressed air is a vital utility for most industri-
al businesses. It runs essential tools and machin-
ery, and provides power to material handling

systems and clean air to processes. New technology, con-
cerns about steady pressure, maintenance, and that tradi-
tional nemesis, electrical power, make choosing the right
compressor difficult. Surprisingly, compressed air costs are
most often considered in terms of equipment. In truth,
energy consumption represents up to 70% of the total cost
of producing compressed air. 

For continuous, full-load demand,
a fixed-speed rotary screw compres-
sor may be the best solution. In
cases where base load varies with an
additional load, consider supporting
the base load with fixed-flow com-
pressors and adding a variable speed
drive (VSD) unit  to carry the load 
variation.  

Rotary screw air compressors,
with fixed-speed drives, are limited
in the number of stops and starts
they can make in a given time
frame. In applications with variable
demand, rotary screws idle for long
periods to avoid overheating caused
by frequent restarts. Though it does
not produce compressed air while
idling, a fixed-speed compressor
with modulation control still con-
sumes about 70% of full-load electrical power – a substan-
tial electrical cost with no benefit. A fixed-speed compres-
sor operating in dual control mode (stop/start or
online/offline) uses only 25% of full-load electrical power
and offers some energy savings. VSD compressors are much
better able to match variable demand requirements, virtual-
ly eliminating the need for idling.                                 

Kaeser Compressors, Inc., of Fredericksburg, VA, takes
VSD technology to new levels of efficiency, flexibility, and
noise control with a proprietary VSD known as Sigma
Frequency Control (SFC). Kaeser SFC rotary screw com-
pressors typically save 20% – 35% of electrical costs in vari-
able-demand applications.                                                

Some manufacturers retrofit VSDs to existing compres-
sors. Wayne Perry, Kaeser’s Technical Director, thinks this is
inadequate. “In rotary screw compressors, efficiency is based
in part on airend speed. The efficiency range can be plotted
on a bell curve. In an efficient range there is a flat top to the
bell curve, but when you get out on the edge it falls off very
rapidly. As you go too slow or too fast, you use more elec-
tricity and produce less air. If you just add a VSD onto an
existing compressor design, you don’t know whether that
compressor design is in the middle of the bell curve or on
the edge of the bell curve. I’ve worked with some companies
that have compressors that are right out there on the edge
of the bell curve, and if you slow them down at all they
become very inefficient. Plus, in a retrofit scenario, the

existing motor may not be designed to handle the
conversion from fixed speed to variable speed.” (See Fig.1)

One danger in retrofitting with a VSD is harmonics
backing into the plant electrical system, which may disrupt or
even destroy other equipment. A completely integrated
sy s tem, such as Kaese r ’s , i so l a te s o r e l imina te s
all feedback so that no harmonic distortion goes into the
plant’s electrical grid.                                                            

Kaeser’s design calls for a low-speed operating range – 450
rpm – 1,800 rpm. “This is where we produce optimum spe-

cific performance. To go slower would
really not make sense because we lose
efficiency. To go faster makes no sense
because then you would have to have a
larger drive,” Perry explains.

An inherent advantage of VSD is
the ability to start and stop as often as
desired. Unlike fixed drives, VSD sys-
tems “soft start” and incur the lowest
required inrush current. Whereas a
100-hp fixed drive is limited to two or
three starts and stops per hour because
required inrush current heats up
the motor windings, the VSD has
no l imit . Power companies may
penalize users for even one high-inrush
spike on the demand chart.        

SFC drive systems stabilize plant air
pressure, thereby enhancing plant
quality. “We have a customer who

manufactures a precision automotive driveline system. The
company was assembling finished products using pneumat-
ic torque wrenches attached to a fixed-drive air system.
Because of changing available air pressures, the torque val-
ues of the wrenches were fluctuating so much that it
affected proper sealing,” recalls Perry, who continues,
“until they changed to a SFC system, they were forced to
re-route their finished products back through  a separate
line to re-torque them.”

Perry adds that fixed-drive rotary screw compressors have
a 10–15 psig swing built into the controls. “When you put
in a VSD compressor, you have only a 1–2 psig swing, which
alone can make a substantial difference in product
quality.”

Some VSD-equipped compressors fail to keep the power
factor near unity. “Normally, when you unload an electric
motor, the power factor gets worse and worse. The power
company may penalize you for that. Based on how far off
unity (1.0) the power factor is 0.8 or 0.7 – you get a power
factor correction penalty every month on your electric bill.
With our SFC we can maintain a power factor close to 1.0
throughout the entire speed range, so even as you unload
you don’t have this power factor going down, and you don’t
get penalized by the power company,” Perry says.

For more information, please contact Wayne Perry,
Technical director for Kaeser Compressors, Inc. at
540-898-5500.                                                           
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IT CAN BE BOTH
Newspaper headlines spell it out. Brownouts on the 
West Coast. Low coal reserves. Capacity issues with 
natural gas. Drought conditions throughout many 
hydroelectricly powered sections of the country. With 
the increased demand for power in virtually every
region of our nation, there is no denying that effective
energy conservation measures are vital for all of us.  

Much of the increase in the demand for power has 
been blamed on the age of electronics. However, 
more than 60 percent of the total demand for power 
is by electric motor-driven systems used in industry.
These are staggering statistics and the reason why
Rockwell Automation offers Reliance® NEMA Premium
efficient motors and energy-matched drives and 
DODGE® gear components. 

INCREASE ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
To improve efficiency, watt losses must be reduced in
each motor-driven component. Recently, tests were 
conducted on unit handling drive trains at a U.S. 
installation, comparing energy-matched Reliance
SP600TM variable speed drives, Reliance XE Premium
efficient motors, and DODGE QUANTIS® helical bevel
gearing versus industry standard components. 

By using the energy-matched solution, overall system 
efficiency was improved substantially. The 2-HP test 

systems required 27 percent less kilowatt (kW) input
power to accomplish the same amount of work. When
you consider that an average facility of this type would
have more than 200 such drive trains, it equates to
more than 1 million kW of savings. And at an average
cost of 10 cents per kWhr, it adds up to $100,800 in
annual energy cost savings.  

ENERGY-SAVINGS COMMITMENT

By improving efficiency, we can help you reduce 
power usage, lower power costs, and increase 
quantifiable savings nationwide. It is a service to 
which we are committed, and a commitment that is 
not going unnoticed.

In June 2001, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
acknowledged our efforts to decrease energy consump-
tion and lower energy costs in a special energy savings 
presentation to President Bush. Reliance NEMA Premium
efficient motors and energy-matched system components
were incorporated into the presentation, which outlined
the advantages of using an energy-matched variable
speed drive in conjunction with a NEMA Premium 
efficient electric motor.

NEMA PREMIUM EFFICIENT MOTORS
In application comparisons, Reliance NEMA Premium
efficient XE motors can reduce watt losses as much as
50 percent over standard industrial motor designs. 

Write 518 or visit plantengineering.com/freeinfo
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These premium motors are fully tested for strict 
adherence to NEMA standards for motor efficiency. 
Plus, each motor’s guaranteed minimum efficiency is
stamped right on its nameplate, your assurance of a
predictable return on investment.

MATCHED COMPONENTS FROM ONE SOURCE
With Reliance NEMA Premium efficient motors, Reliance
drives, and DODGE energy-matched products, you get 
solutions that are specifically engineered to lower your 
total cost of ownership.  

Reliance variable speed SP600 AC drives let you control
the speed of the motor. By controlling motor speed, 
not only are you providing optimized control of your 
application, but you are also lowering your system’s 
kW consumption and reducing costs in the process.

A DODGE QUANTIS RHB helical bevel gear reducer
can improve efficiency by as much as 20 percent 
compared to a standard worm reducer. The efficiency
gain is achieved by the rolling action of helical gearing
versus the sliding action of worm gearing.

Finally, the belt drive can have an important impact on 
energy efficiency. For example, simply changing from 
a V-belt to a DODGE synchronous belt drive can save
you up to five percent on operating costs. Add it all up
and ask yourself, how much could you be saving?

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AUDITS
With our complete energy audits and consulting 
services, we can tell you how much energy is being
consumed at your facility and just how efficient your
equipment really is. We provide a host of predictive
maintenance services, including motor circuit evalua-
tion. With capabilities to test both on and off line, we
can provide static condition assessment for all types 
of motors, as well as power and current analysis. 

Based on our findings, we can recommend high 
efficiency solutions and/or improvements that can 
provide dramatic savings within a short period of time.

CALCULATE THE SAVINGS FOR YOURSELF
You can even calculate your energy savings payback
online. Just log onto www.reliance.com and click on
Energy Matters. 

When you add it all up, you will see that saving 
energy with Reliance NEMA Premium efficient motors
and DODGE energy-matched products is both a public
service and a smart business move.
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The only
camera
on the market
that lets you see 
visually and 
thermally
all in one! 

Voice and Text Annotation
eliminates separate clipboards and voice
recorders!

Automatic Report Generation saves countless 
man hours!

Rugged portability, ergonomic, extra long 
battery life!

Maximize your trade-in for the new

THERMACAM® PM 695

FREE COMPAQ iPAQ®

with a NEW IR camera BEFORE
December 1, 2001 *Actual trade-in credit values are based upon age,

condition, model type, service record and upgrade
options.  Trade-in credits are redeemable for new

camera purchases only. iPAQ is a registered
trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation.

CALL TOLL FREE
1 866 477 3687

This is our FIRST
EVER, BIGGEST
& BEST OFFER!

Receive a generous price for your used 
camera trade-in!

Trade in your camera BEFORE replacement
parts go out of stock!

Enhance your existing IR program with 
state-of-the-art technology!

Customize a payment plan to fit your
company’s budget needs!

Write 519 or visit plantengineering.com/freeinfo
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For more than 30 years, utilities and large manufacturers
worldwide have depended on infrared thermography to
help manage equipment reliability, deliver uninterrupt-

ed power, and avoid costly failures and shutdowns. The value of
an infrared predictive maintenance program is immense. Many
users report immediate payback on their IR camera purchases. 

FLIR’s ThermaCAM® IR Cameras Help 
Manage Reliability

More electrical utilities monitor transmission, distribution
and power generation systems with FLIR’s hand-held infrared
imaging and temperature measurement systems than any other.
Readers of PLANT ENGINEERING magazine selected FLIR’s
newest infrared camera, the ThermaCAM PM 695 as Product
of the Year in 2000. With its thermal and visual imaging capa-

bilities, automatic report
generation and precision
noncontact temperature
m e a s u r e m e n t , t h e
rugged, handheld PM
695 captures the details
needed to detect prob-
lems quickly and easily.
For inspecting power
lines, substations, elec-
trical components, dis-
tribution equipment, or
generation facilities,
ThermaCAM infrared
cameras locate problems
accurately and safely,
prior to failure. 

Electrical systems get
hot when connections
loosen or corrode, and
power is not properly
transmitted. Because of
IR’s noncontact temper-
a t u r e m e a s u r e m e n t
capabilities, you can sur-
vey components, equip-
ment and power lines
f rom sa fe d i s tances ,

without de-energizing them.
With an IR predictive

maintenance program you
can:

� Find, quantify, and doc-
ument problems caused by
faulty components, poor
connections, corrosion,
contamination, or load
imbalances. 

� Check mechanical inter-
faces made up of networks of
insulators, switches, bush-
ings, and buses.

� Manage electrical grids
more efficiently.

� Avoid unplanned costs
associated with emergency
outages. 

� Verify new equipment
installations.

� Validate repair work.
� Postpone previously

scheduled maintenance of
equipment found to be in
good condition.

� Get easy-to-understand reports that provide data needed to
determine what needs corrective action and what is operating
normally.

ThermaCAM PM infrared cameras easily distinguish
between the electrical and mechanical connections that can
cause problems and those operating normally. Simple-to-use
integrated ThermaCAM Reporter software gives you the
answers you need to know what repair action to take and when,
saving time and money. 

FLIR has a team of experts eager to discuss your application.
Contact us to learn why infrared thermography is the most
valuable predictive maintenance technology available. FLIR
also hosts free InfraForum seminars throughout North America
where you can see demonstrations of infrared cameras and
uncover the potential cost savings of an IR predictive mainte-
nance program.

Call 1-800-GO-INFRA or visit www.flir.com.

Avoid Unplanned Outages and
Shutdowns with Infrared
Thermography

Examples of IR at Work
At a large public electric utility, a routine thermographic

survey indicated one of the output filter capacitors of a
station battery charger was considerably cooler than the
others. The capacitor was tested and found to have failed.
Replacement of the failing capacitor avoided an outage,
saving an estimated $500,000.

During a routine aerial IR survey, a Midwest utility using
a ThermaCAM detected a 16 C rise in a transformer
above its main tank. Thermal images indicated the
transformer's load tap changer contact had to be replaced

due to coking and burning on the contact surfaces. If the
problem had gone undetected and the transformer had
failed, replacement costs would have exceeded $25,000.
An outage would have affected more than 20,000 cus-
tomers for a minimum of six hours.

A major US paper manufacturer used IR to check the
incoming power at the substation located on the plant
property. The maintenance crew discovered a potential
fault at the transformer feed. Had there been an actual
power loss, the estimated production losses would have
cost between $200,000 and $300,000.

IR photo shows cold 
cooling fins due to low  
transformer oil.

IR photo shows overheating
disconnect switch hinge.

Normal photo.

Normal photo.
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What could you do with up to

150%
more torque?

Parallel helical, Type R

Power ratings from .33 to 270 hp. 
Output speeds from 0.6 to 1133 rpm.

Parallel helical, Type F

Power ratings from .33 to 265 hp 
Output speeds from 0.8 to 451 rpm.

Right-angle helical-bevel, Type K

Power ratings from .33 to 270 hp.
Output speeds from 0.12 to 321 rpm.

Right-angle helical-worm, Type S

Power ratings from .33 to 40 hp.
Output speeds from 0.12 to 215 rpm.

If you’re designing a new application, the answer is ‘plenty’. SEW’s
revolutionary new gearmotors deliver huge increases in torque in a tougher,
and more compact, housing. 

Move more. Hoist more. Accelerate faster. And save 
substantially by using a smaller, more efficient drive to 
reliably handle your application.

And 7-Series gives you more gearing types, more gear ratios, 
more mounting options, and more off-the-shelf 
custom assembled configurations to choose 
from than ever before.

Need details fast and easy? 
Call 1-800-601-6195, or talk to the SEW sales 
representative nearest you.

The revolutionary 7-Series.

www.sewe urod rive.com

Write 520 or visit plantengineering.com/freeinfo
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W e have seen that high- and premium-
efficiency motors can provide dramatic
savings over the course of a year’s elec-

trical consumption. However, the transmission ele-
ments, such as gearboxes, belts, and chain drives
are often even more important to conserving ener-
gy efficiency.

“Look what happens when you connect a high-
efficiency motor to a V-belt input shaft, a worm
gear, and a V-belt output shaft,” Jan Lindholm, a
SEW-Eurodrive Industry account manager, told us.
“The motor has an efficiency of 90%. But when
you add those drive elements to it, the efficiency
drops to 64%. Replace the worm gear with a heli-
cal gear, and the overall efficiency rises to over
69%.” (See Comparison chart).

“However,” Lindholm told us, “if you can eliminate
the two V-belts, replacing them with a hollow shaft
helical gear, you boost the efficiency quite signifi-
cantly. I like to show our customers that you can use
a normal motor with an efficiency of 86.5% in com-
bination with a hollow shaft helical gear and end up
with an overall efficiency of 84% (Example #4).
That’s 20 percentage points higher than Example #1:
the high-efficiency motor that’s attached to the two
V-belts and the worm gear reducer.”

Energy and Cost Savings
How do these per-

centages translate to
dollars and cents? Let
us say the motors in
question are 7.5-hp
models running 24
hours per day, seven
d a y s p e r w e e k .
Within two year s ,
Example #4 wi l l have
saved nearly $2,000 in overall
costs over Example #1, including purchase cost and

p o w e r c o n s u m p t i o n .
(Figure 1)

Comparing energy costs
over a 10-year period,
Example #4 will save over
$9,000. (Figure 2). $9,000
in energy savings from a
single-motor drive system
represents a substantial
return on investment. 

Recommendations
“I like to recommend

h o l l o w s h a f t h e l i c a l
gears,” Lindholm told us.
“This is a product we have
offered for a long time.
Worm gea r s a re goo d
reducers but they have
much lower efficiency
than helical gears. And
the efficiency of a worm
gear is not constant. A
worm gear can have 60%
to 65% efficiency at 1700
rpm, but only 40% to 45%

efficiency at 100 rpm. Other factors
must be taken into consideration,
of course. Worm gears can handle
shock load better than a helical
gearbox. Many times, the selec-
tion of the reducer is based on

space limitations. For a conveyor, a
right angle reducer is preferred because

it can be installed without any protruding parts.
We can help with those decisions.”

SEW-Eurodrive sales engineers can offer valuable
expertise in the integration of all the components
in your drive package. Call 1-800-601-6195 or visit
www.seweurodrive.com.

“Drive” Down the Cost of
Power Transmission

ENERGY
CRISIS

Comparison of various reducer types with and without external transmission

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4

High-efficiency motor    90.20%     High-efficiency motor      90.20%   Premium-efficiency motor  91.00%    Normal-efficiency motor  86.50%

V-belt input shaft 90.00%     V-belt input shaft            90.00% Nema adapter on input shaft

Worm gear reducer 87.00%    Helical gear reducer        95.00%  Helical gear reducer       95.00%   Hollow shaft helical         97.00%
gear reducer

V-belt output shaft 90.00%     V-belt output shaft         90.00% V-belt output shaft 90.00%

Overall efficiency    63.56%   Overall efficiency  69.41%  Overall efficiency     77.81%  Overall efficiency  83.91%

Figure 1: Power cost  
comparison 24/7

Figure 2: Overall cost
comparison 24/7

K   Special advertising supplement
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Compressed air is an essential utility in
today’s manufacturing. As such, manu-
facturers seek more efficient air com-

pressor technologies to help lower energy costs.
Cooper Turbocompressor, a leading manufacturer
of oil-free, energy-efficient centrifugal compres-
sors, answers the call with a number of new prod-
uct introductions and services. 

F o r i n s t a n c e , C o o p e r
Turbocompressor’s new Vantage
High Performance Compressor
Control System offers energy sav-
ings into the tens of thousands of
dollars annually, depending on the
application. Vantage is standard on
Cooper Turbocompressor units.
The Vantage Solution is also avail-
able for retrofit on any model or
type of reciprocating or rotary screw
compressor. 

The Vantage control system
maintains plant pressure within
1–2 psi, which allows overall pres-
sure reduction. Reducing pressure
improves compressor efficiency
and reduces air leak losses, saving
energy dollars. The Vantage control strategy max-
imizes a compressor's operating throttle range,
increasing turndown and substantially
reducing or eliminating wasteful
compressor blow-off. 

The Vantage So lu t ion o f f e r s
Distributed Capacity Control that
networks multiple compressors as
one coordinated system. Vantage is
a v a i l a b l e w i t h a n O p e r a t i o n
Scheduler that automatically reduces
system pressure setpoints during non-
production periods and/or shifts base
loads to smaller compressors on the
air network. 

Finally, Cooper offers VantagePoint,
a Web-based monitoring, control, and
management service available on all Vantage control
panels. It is adaptable to Cooper’s Quad 2000 con-
troller and others. VantagePoint allows 24/7 connec-
tivity and data acquisition to permit managing the
compressed air system from wherever you are. 

Energy-Saving Air-Cooled 
Compressor Designs

Cooper Turbocompressor’s new Turbo Air
Cooled™ 2000 Centrifugal Compressor is designed
for applications where there is limited or no water
available for cooling. By eliminating a closed-loop
water cooling system – and all the energy and
maintenance costs associated with it – the Turbo

Air Cooled™ 2000 delivers big savings over its long
lifetime. Available on a standard base or on a trail-
er as a rental.

Energy-Conserving Air Dryers 
Cooper Turbocompressor’s new Turbo DryPak™

compressed air dryer provides dry, oil-free air with
a programmable dew point. It is capable of
delivering ISO quality air with no losses,
or 40 F dew point with low operating cost.
The innovative technology uses process-
generated heat that's usually wasted to
regenerate the desiccant used in the air-
drying process. Thus, the Turbo DryPak
saves energy by eliminating heaters and
blowers.

Inlet Guide Vanes Save Energy 
Cooper Turbocompressor's innovative

inlet guide vanes replace conventional
inlet butterfly valves for substantial ener-
gy savings when the compressor operates
at less than full load. An inlet guide vane
system can pay for itself in as little as six
months.

Contract Air Service Saves Money 
Cooper Turbocompressor offers a new service

that enables companies to purchase
compressed air just as they purchase
utilities such as electricity and gas. The
service allows companies to pay per
cubic foot of air, on a monthly basis,
making it easier to budget. The user
does not have to invest in equipment,
and Cooper Turbocompressor handles
all maintenance. Stations can be situ-
ated off-site to save facility space.

Compressor Upgrades 
Reduce Costs 

Cooper Turbocompressor offers
upgrade solutions that can trim energy consump-
tion. Upgrades include impeller configurations to
meet process demand changes, aero performance
upgrades and other components vital to compres-
sor efficiency.

Cooper Turbocompressor introduced the first
integrally geared centrifugal compressor nearly
50 years ago. Today its R&D programs continual-
ly advance the state-of-the-art in compressor
design, assuring energy efficient solutions for
years to come.

F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n c a l l C o o p e r
Turbocompressor at 1-877-805-7911 (U.S.) or
(716) 896-6600 (International). Fax: (716) 896-
1233. www.turbocompressor.com 

Cooper Turbocompressor
Offers Energy-Efficient
Solutions for Plant Air 

ENERGY
CRISIS

Vantage
control
panel

Turbo Air
Cooled™

2000
Compressor
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With today’s energy shortages and skyrock-
eting utility costs, something as simple
as closing doors efficiently can mean

substantial savings. 
According to the American Society of Heating,

Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers-
handbook: “Heat gain from infiltration air and
associated equipment loads can amount to more
than half the total refrigeration load of distribution
warehouses and similar applications.”

This means that more than 50% of cold storage
energy cost results from the need to cool warm air
that has infiltrated the refrigerated area.

Energy loss not only happens in cold storage
applications, but in any facility that has doorways
between areas and buildings. When air flows
between areas that have different temperatures and
moisture content, energy loss can be considerable.
Albany high-speed doors help eliminate energy
losses by reducing the time an opening between
rooms is exposed to direct airflow. With super-fast
opening and closing speeds of up to 100 in.  per sec-

ond, Albany doors allow traffic in a
plant to move quickly with minimal
air infiltration between spaces. Its
doors close automatically on a pre-set
timer to eliminate human error and
ensure that an opening is sealed imme-
diately.

Albany Rapid Roll® doors are engi-
neered with seals for nearly airtight
enclosure. The seals protect the full
height and width of an opening.
Albany’s patented bottom edge pro-
vides an excellent seal and will con-
form to uneven floor surfaces.

When calculating the annual cost of
lost energy, it is important to consider the volume of
conditioned air that escapes during plant operation.
Albany’s free Audit helps determine this cost by
evaluating a variety of factors, including wind
speeds, door sizes, door cycles per year, temperature
differences, and the cost of energy. Call 1-800-
Albany1 for a free energy savings calculation.

ENERGY
CRISIS

High-Speed Doors Save
Heating/Cooling Energy

Albany Rapid 
Roll® doors close
at speeds up to 
100 in. per second.

Special advertising supplement    L

Albany high-speed doors help to eliminate energy losses by
greatly reducing the time an opening between rooms is
exposed to direct airflow. With super-fast opening and
closing speeds of up to 100” per second, RapidRoll®
doors allow traffic to move quickly. Air infiltration between
spaces is minimized, and your facilities energy costs are 
substantially decreased!

Win the battle against high
energy costs! Call Today & 
put the high-speed leader to
work for your facility! w w w. a l b a n y d o o r s . c o m

CALL TODAY & RECEIVE A
FREE LITEDRIVER TOOLKIT!

1-800-ALBANY-1
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1-800-ALBANY-1
OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 31, 2001 OR UNTIL SUPPLIES LAST

RapidRoll® Model 670
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With the uncertainty surrounding the availabili-
ty and prices of today's energy supply, plant
engineers are tasked with maintaining operable

and cost-effective facilities. Those who meet the chal-
lenge must be well versed in the principles of energy man-
agement and equipped with the proper tools. A ground-up
approach, starting with submetering of equipment, lines,
processes, or departments can form the basis for an over-
all energy strategy. 

Submetering provides quantifiable data about where
and when energy is being consumed within a facility.
Along with this data comes the power to manage effi-
ciencies and costs. 

Identify Energy Loads
A load profile, compiled from submetered data, enables

you to prioritize energy usage, shift or shed noncritical
loads to avoid peak demand utility charges, identify inef-
ficient processes, and improve on them. 

With information gathered from submeters, the benefits
of load management and high-efficiency products can be
justified. These data can also be used to calculate the
return on investment of energy-related expenditures. 

Determine Activity-Based Costing
You can shift energy management responsibility to the

processes and people who are consuming the energy. By
accurately allocating energy costs to individual users, you
create accountability and incentive to manage energy
costs. 

Develop an Energy Comparison Procedure
Document your past and present energy consumption

patterns for later negotiating with the utility. Power man-
agement software can emulate utility rates and apply sub-
metered data, enabling you to compare various rate struc-
tures for the optimal benefit for your facility. Use these
data to confirm that the actual usage agrees with the util-
ity’s charges. 

The Tools
Eaton’s Cutler-Hammer business offers an array of sub-

metering devices. 

Tying It All Together
Cutler-Hammer Engineering Services and Systems (C-

H ESS) can help you devise the most cost-effective ener-
gy strategy for your facility. They can remotely monitor
and diagnose complex problems from their 24-hour
Instant Response Center. Our engineers and technicians
are experts with all Cutler-Hammer power management
products as well as devices and software from other major
manufacturers. 

Call the experts at the Power Quality Hotline with your
most challenging technical questions. Call 1-800-809-
2772 and choose option 1 then sub-option 2. For more
information on Cutler-Hammer products and services,
call 1-800-525-2000 or 1-616-982-1059 or visit  
www.cutler-hammer.com. 

ENERGY
CRISIS

If You Can’t Measure It,
You Can’t Manage It

For cost-effective submetering via communications, the
IQ Energy Sentinel monitors power and energy readings
for a single three-phase load. The IQ Energy Sentinel can
be mounted directly on the load side of a number of
Eaton Series C® Breakers. It is also available in a univer-
sal style for use when breaker mounting is not feasible. 
The IQ Power Sentinel monitors complete electrical sys-
tem information. It provides all the functionality of the IQ
Energy Sentinel and more.

The IQ Energy Sentry is a flexible submeter providing
energy usage information via communications for equip-
ment, line, process, or departmental submetering with
ANSI C12.16 accuracy. Nine user-configurable current
inputs enable monitoring of three 3-phase loads, nine
single-phase loads, or in any combination of 2 or 3 wire
single-phase or 4-wire 3-phase loads. 

The IQ 200 is a compact panel meter designed for panel-
board and switchboard applications where mounting
space is at a premium. The IQ 200 meets the ANSI C12.16
accuracy standard. Energy management information is
provided at the display or via communications by direct
reading of up to 79 metered values. The IQ 200 can also
be used as a metering transducer for submetering appli-
cations. 
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Meeting Energy Demands With

Today’s Technology.

While existing energy
sources appear to offer
readily available power,
rolling blackouts,
swamped power grids
and high energy bills are
far from being distant 
memories. This is one reason why electric
motor customers are demanding increased 
efficiency now more than ever.

Electric motors command two-thirds of all the 
electricity used in U.S. industry, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE). Electricity also accounts
for almost 98 percent of the lifetime cost of an 
industrial motor so it’s easy to understand the need
for increased motor efficiency in any application.

The DOE and Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE),
support this need. Both focus on the benefits of 
premium efficient motors from the standpoint of 
operating costs, benefits and energy savings. Current
and predicted energy costs are hastening their work. 

It’s also speed-
ing the work at
Baldor Electric
Company. As

industry
faces

increasing 
electricity rates, 

the company is labeling its 
Super-E® premium efficient motors with a new
EnergyGuide label. Similar to yellow tags used on
home appliances, Baldor’s EnergyGuide label informs
electric motor buyers of the energy savings and dollar
savings they can achieve from installing Baldor
Super-E premium efficient motors. 

“Our EnergyGuide labels
support DOE findings that

industrial motor energy can be
reduced by 18 percent or more
when existing, proven tech-
nologies and practices are

applied,” says John McFarland,
President and CEO of Baldor. 

For example, look at an application using a 40 horse-
power Baldor Super-E motor. It offers 94.5 percent 
efficiency compared to an
average industrial motor
which offers 90 percent
efficiency. If the Super-E
motor operates for 80 hours
a week, annual savings
easily top $600, every year.

Control Operating Costs
Especially in tight economic
periods, those who specify
equipment may be skeptical
of premium efficient motors
because of the initial 
investment. However, it’s 
an investment that is quickly
returned.“The Super-E line” McFarland adds, “exceeds
EPAct efficiency levels and meets or exceeds NEMA
Premium™ efficiencies.”

Consider All Applications
Whatever the application, McFarland says premium 
efficient motors should be considered for energy savings,
positive environmental considerations and contributions
to the bottom line. For more information, visit 
www.baldor.com or see
your Baldor distributor.

The Answer for an Energy Driven Economy.

“Premium efficient
motors should be 
considered for energy
savings, environmental 
considerations and
contributions to the
bottom line.”

“Premium efficient
motors should be 
considered for energy
savings, environmental 
considerations and
contributions to the
bottom line.”

John McFarland
President, CEO 

Baldor Electric Co.
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Ba l d o r E l e c t r i c
Company recently
began to supp ly

bright yellow EnergyGuide
labels with all Baldor Super-
E® premium efficient motors,
providing plant engineers
with an opportunity to view
potential energy savings
before they install the motor.
Baldor’s EnergyGuide labels
are similar to the yellow tags
used on home appliances.
Plant engineers will be able
to see the Super-E’s estimat-
ed annual dollar savings over
a standard motor before opening the motor carton.
The new labels will also provide the motor's esti-
mated yearly cost of electricity when operated con-
tinuously. 

Electricity accounts for more than 97% of the
lifetime cost of an industrial electric motor.
Purchase price, installation and repair costs are less
than 3%. Baldor Super-E motors
can reduce electricity use by
u p t o 9 % a n n u a l l y. A
Department of Energy study
states that electric motors
use 63% of all electricity
used by U.S. industry and
25% of all electricity used
in the United States. The
DOE study suggests that
this energy could be reduced
by as much as 18% using,
“proven cost effective technologies,”
including premium efficient industrial
electric motors.

“Many plant engineers are surprised
when they see how much it costs to
operate an electric motor,” says John
McFarland, Baldor President and CEO.
“For example, a 30-hp motor can con-
sume more than $22,000 in electricity
if operated continuously for a year. A
Baldor Super-E premium efficient
motor can reduce that cost by nearly
$1,200 per year. That’s close to the pur-
chase price of the new Super-E motor.
Plant engineers face rising electrical
rates and the responsibility of operating
their plants efficiently. We have an
aggressive national marketing cam-
paign underway to show them how
quickly energy savings can improve
their bottom line. We believe our new
EnergyGuide label will help get this

point across.”
Baldor’s national mar-

keting campaign includes
new advertising in trade
magazines, sales literature
and counter displays for
distributors, and emphasis
at trade shows. Baldor also
offers a SAVE+ software
tool free to plant engineers
to assist them in calculat-
i n g e n e r g y s a v i n g s .
Baldor’s 40 sales offices in
North America are con-
ducting local seminars to
inform customers of its

energy saving opportunities. 
Baldor is also working with

t h e U . S . E n v i r o n m e n t a l
Protection Agency as they
develop an “Energy Star” pro-
gram for electric motors. Found
on many consumer appliances,
the EPA’s Energy Star symbol
promotes those products that
are the most energy efficient.
The EPA hopes to expand the
Energy Star program to industri-
al motors later this year, as was
recommended by the Bush
Administration’s National

Energy Policy Report. 
In addition to premium effi-

cient industrial electric motors, the
Department of Energy has indicated that “applica-
tion and process improvements yield the highest

energy saving.” In many motor appli-
cations throughout an industrial plant,
the motor’s performance can be
enhanced by the addit ion of an
adjustable speed drive. According to
the Wisconsin Center for Demand-
Side Research, many applications for
pumps and compressors could deliver
savings up to 25%; fans, blowers and
central refrigeration systems up to
35%; and boiler fans and feedwater
pumps as high as 50%. 

For addit ional information on
Baldor Super-E premium efficient
m o t o r s , S AV E + s o f t w a r e , a n d
adjustable speed drives, call 1-800-
828-4920. Ask for BR457 and the
“Making Energy Efficiency Work For
You” brochure. For more information
on Baldor and Baldor products visit
www.baldor.com.

ENERGY
CRISIS

Baldor’s EnergyGuide Labels
Provide Insight Into Savings
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